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Abstract
We conduct a field experiment with participants to training sessions carried out in several neighbours
in Bamako, Mali. Information on a more efficient cooking stove technology was provided and the purchase
of the product was individually proposed. After mapping the social network of the participants, we
randomly provided information on peer’s willingness to buy to half of the sample. We find evidence
that individuals tend to imitate their peers’ choices. By comparing purchase decisions against the social
network of participants, we see this is particularly true when they respect their peer’s opinion. We
extend the results obtained in the field experiment to the natural context, by testing the existence of
social interaction effects in adoption of the new technology, at different points in time. By exploiting our
sampling strategy, we use the density of women invited to our training session at different geographical
distance as an instrument for the number of women owning the product. We find that women who
participated but did not buy during the intervention are more likely to adopt the product when more
women living around them own it. We also identify spillover effects of our intervention leading to higher
ownership on women who did not participate to our intervention. We provide extensive evidence on the
different mechanisms driving such results.
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Introduction

The process of technology adoption and diffusion has been shown to be driven by several factors beyond
market (Foster and Rosenzweig (2010)). Social interaction effects, generally comprising both peer and
network effects, in the decision to adopt a technology have been found important factors in several fields,
such as agriculture, health prevention and financial decision (for example Foster and Rosenzweig (1995),
Conley and Udry (2010), Kremer and Miguel (2007), Oster and Thornton (2012), Godlonton and Thornton
(2012), Duflo and Saez (2003), Beshears et al. (2015), Bursztyn et al. (2014)).1 The evidence on the existence
of social interaction and its impact on human behavior is vast, however investigations on the underlying
mechanisms are more rare. Other people actions may influence individual decision-making through three
main channels: expectation, preference and constraint interaction. The first channel has often been defined
as expectation interaction or social learning (henceforth social learning). It occurs when people draw lesson
from the actions chosen or outcomes experienced by others. People may learn more about benefits and value
of the product (Conley and Udry (2010), Kremer and Miguel (2007), Devoto et al. (2012)), or learn about
how to use the it (Munshi and Myaux (2006), Oster and Thornton (2012), Cai et al. (2015)). The second
channel is broadly defined as social utility, imitation effect, conformism, herd behaviour or social contagion
(henceforth imitation effect). It comes into play when people preferences are influenced by other individuals’
decisions.2 .The third channel described in Manski (2000), constrain interaction, derives from positive and
negative externalities arising from individual decisions which, together with peers decision, jointly affect the
set of feasible actions for all.
In this paper we find evidence of social interaction effects on the decision to adopt improved cookstoves
(ICS), a technology allowing efficiency gains and fuel savings, in the context of urban Mali, where most
people rely on solid fuels and traditional technologies to cook. In a field experiment run in a controlled
setting, we find that information on neighbour’s decision to buy the product influences individual choice and
we claim that this is due to imitation effects. We document the presence of social interaction effects in the
natural diffusion of ICS within the neighbourhoods after the experiment and provide suggestive evidence
that imitation effects play a crucial role, by showing the secondary relevance of alternative mechanisms and
by discussing the particular context and product features.
Estimating the impact of social interactions on technology adoption is made difficult by the problem
of correlated unobservables, also known as the ”reflection problem” (Manski (1993)). Several unobservable
factors, different from social interactions, may lead to the observation of similar behaviour among peers. For
example, homophily and assortative matching imply non-random formation of social ties according to homogeneity of preferences (Manski (1993), Shalizi and Thomas (2011)). Then, neighbours may behave similarly
because they share a common environment, they may have self-selected, for example in remaining, instead of
migrating, or be subject to related unobservable shocks. A further difficulty arises when individual and her
reference group actions are taken simultaneously. Economists have focused on a variety of econometric techniques to disentangle social interaction effects from correlated unobservables in non-experimental settings
(see, among others, Foster and Rosenzweig (1995); Conley and Udry (2010); Munshi (2003); Bandiera and
1 Beyond technology adoption, social interactions have also been found important drivers of educational choices (Bobonis
and Finan (2009), Carrell and Hoekstra (2010), De Giorgi et al. (2010)), job seeking (Magruder (2010), Beaman and Magruder
(2012)), voting and political outcomes (Fafchamps and Vicente (2013), Galeotti and Mattozzi (2011)), energy choices (Allcott
and Allcott (2011), Ayres et al. (2009), Costa and Kahn (2013)). For a comprehensive review of applications of social networks,
see Jackson (2010).
2 A first theoretical study of herd behaviour is found in Banerjee (1992). In the domain of financial decisions this mechanism
has been empirically investigated by Bursztyn et al. (2014) and Beshears et al. (2015), while in agricultural technology adoption
by Bandiera and Rasul (2006)
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Rasul (2006); William A. Brock (2001)). More recently, the use of field experiments has allowed to identify
casual effects by exploiting the exogenous variation in the intensity of exposure to treated peers (Duflo and
Saez (2003); Godlonton and Thornton (2012); Miguel and Kremer (2004); Kremer and Miguel (2007); Oster
and Thornton (2012); Dupas (2014)) or the random assignment of peers (Sacerdote (2001); Kremer and Levy
(2008); Kling et al. (2007)).
Our empirical approach to identify social interaction effects is based on two sets of results obtained in both
controlled and natural settings. First, we invite 25 women in 36 geographical clusters, randomly selected in
the city of Bamako, Mali, to attend a training session where ICS is presented and tested against traditional
technologies. After the session women are individually invited to purchase the product (or leave a deposit
for a purchase in five-day time). In 32 clusters, a random half of participants receives an information nudge
about another participant’s decision to purchase3 . We find that receiving information on a peer who (did not)
purchased significantly increases (decreases) the individual propensity to buy by about 20 percentage points.
After mapping the social network of and among all women in the sampled clusters, we find that people tend
to behave similarly to peers whose opinion is respected (no incremental effect is found for acquaintances only
by sight or co-members of informal groups). We interpret the results as the outcome of imitation effects,
driven by two possible mechanisms. The first relates to the concept of respected women as a heuristic4 . The
second relates to social status seeking5 .
Our sampling strategy is based on pseudo-random selection of households à la Afrobarometer starting
from a random sampling point for each cluster. This allows us to truncate existing social networks and
obtain (random) variation in the density of women exposed to our invitation, along the geographical distance
dimension. Given the success of our training session in increasing ICS take-up6 , we use the varying number
of invited women living around each individual as an instrument for the number of women who purchased
and owned ICS after the session in order to test their impact on the purchase of ICS in different points in
time (namely five days and between 6 to 9 months after the training session). We find that women who
participated the training session but did not buy on the spot are more likely to buy with a five-day delay if
more women owning ICS live relatively close to them. We find that women participating but not buying ICS
during our intervention eventually are more likely to own ICS 6 to 9 months later if more women owning
ICS live relatively close to them. Finally, we identify the spillover effects of our intervention on the group of
non-participants by comparing them with women living in control areas where no intervention took place.
In the impossibility to clearly disentangle the possible channels at play in the natural environment, we
provide evidence which tends to exclude the social learning mechanism, in the forms of learning from others
about the functioning and about the benefits of the technology. Differently from many technologies, ICS
is a fairly easy to use product, whose functioning and use is very similar to the widely diffused traditional
cooking stoves. Moreover, it turns out that the level of knowledge about ICS existence and main attributes
3 Similar designs have been used to study social comparison, by providing information on some reference groups in the
field of public good contribution, energy use and financial decisions (Frey and Meier (2004); Chen et al. (2010); Ayres et al.
(2009); Costa and Kahn (2013); Allcott and Allcott (2011); Bursztyn et al. (2014); Cai et al. (2015)) However, in most cases
the information nudge reveals the average or median behaviour of a reference group. In our setting the information is on a
particular neighbour who may be part of the social network of the individual.
4 The use of rule of thumb and simple heuristics have been shown to have a crucial role in the success of micro-entrepreneurs
literacy programs (Drexler et al. (2014)); OTHER EXAMPLES?
5 Bernard and Torero (2015) find evidence of interaction effects in the decision to connect to electricity in rural Ethiopia
and by excluding the social learning channel conclude that preference interaction offers the most reasonable explanation.
6 We measure the impact of invitation to our training session on purchase by comparing ICS take-up of the 25 treated women
in each cluster to a control group formed by 5 women living at 10-minutes walking distance in a random direction from the
sampling point. We find that being invited to the training session increases the probability of owning ICS by about 26 to 31
percentage points.
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is pretty high among the population. Starting from these considerations, first, we test the effects of the
training session on the level of knowledge about the product and find no significant effect, which suggests
the lack of informational/knowledge gap regarding this product. This tends to rule out that any relevant
information which may improve one’s knowledge about ICS, and therefore influence its take-up, could be
learned by others. Second, we show the lack of perceived benefits from the use of the technology which
may have influenced peers to buy. In our setting, ICS ownership does not seem to influence significantly
women’s welfare and lifestyle, measured through a set of variables which are expected to be influenced by
the introduction of ICS: fuel expenditure, individual savings, women time allocation and income generating
activities.
Our article contributes to the literature in several ways. First, we provide empirical evidence of a
”personal” peer information interventions, whereby each individual receives information on a well identified
peer within her social network. Interventions disseminating information about peer behaviour have been
previously studied in the form of ”social norms marketing” with the aim of teaching people that a certain
behavior is more common than they had previously believed and thereby motivating those people to engage
in the behaviour more themselves. This has been usually done by informing about the behaviour of a
reference group and, in most cases, an individual behavioural shift towards the peer norm is found7 . Several
reasons may justify an individual to mimic peer’s behaviour. People may think others’ behaviour reflects
private and valuable information they do not have, therefore may be lead to imitate the others, regardless
of the private information or preference (Banerjee (1992), Bikhchandani et al. (1992)). In this perspective,
other’s behaviour may represent an heurisitc. Alternatively, people may interpret others’ decisions as part
of a social norm, to which they should conform to. The reasons of this may lie in the taste for social status
(Bernheim (1994)), fear of sanctions (Akerlof (1980)), social identity (Benjamin et al. (2010), Benjamin
et al. (2016), relative level of consumption preferences (Abel (1990).8 Although we do not have a neat
identification strategy to disentangle the prevailing mechanism driving our results, we find that imitation
effects are stronger if the information is on a peer whose opinion is respected. This constitutes some evidence
of herd behaviour, as modeled in Banerjee (1992). Moreover, we do not find effects of peers’ and own network
centrality9 , which would suggest the exclusion of the search of status mechanism. Finally, the particular
setting of our study and the experimental strategy hardly fit social identity and fear of sanction explanations.
Second, we contribute to the literature estimating causal effects of social networks on technology adoption
in developing countries. While most of studies are conducted in rural areas where social networks are
relatively easy to geographically define, we attempt to do it in a urban context, where no clear boundaries
are available. This is of key relevance in the light of the increasing urbanization process taking place
in developing countries. Moreover, contrarily to many papers in this literature, we explicitly explore the
mechanism of technology diffusion and we extend our experimental results to the natural context. Hence, our
results contribute to the body of empirical literature testing technology diffusion as modeled by Granovetter
(1978) and Acemoglu et al. (2011). Third, from a policy perspective, we shed light on an important driver
for the diffusion of ICS. Access to safe, affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy is one of the goals
of the sustainable development agenda. Globally, more than 2 billion people still rely on traditional fuels
7 This is the case, for example, in the domains of entre selections in a restaurant, contributions of movie ratings to an online
community, small charitable donations, music downloads, towel re-use in hotels, taking petrified wood from a national park,
and stated intentions to vote (Cai et al. (2009), Chen et al. (2010), Frey and Meier (2004), Salganik et al. (2006), Goldstein
et al. (2008), Cialdini et al. (2007), Gerber and Rogers (2009)). Contrarily, opposite results are obtained in Beshears et al.
(2015).
8 See Cialdini and Goldstein (2004) for a review of social influence in psychology.
9 We have to acknowledge that our social network measurement exercise only provides a rough approximation of the true
social network dynamics present in the geographical clusters. See section 3.2 for further discussion.
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and inefficient technologies to cook with severe consequences on the health of households, due to indoor air
pollution. The recent Global Burden Disease study estimates that almost four million people die every year
from indoor air pollution due to the use of traditional cooking fuels and stoves (Lim and et al. (2012), Martin
et al. (2011)). Although the effect of ICS take-up on several welfare-related outcomes is still debatable, the
literature analyzing the drivers of and barriers to take-up and continuous usage of ICS is still nascent (Bonan
et al. for a review). Among them liquidity constraints, intra-household preferences and marketing strategies
seem to play significant roles in ICS take-up (Hanna et al. (2016), Miller and Mobarak (2014), Mobarak et al.
(2012), David et al. (2016)). This work speaks to this literature and complements other works investigating
the role of opinion leaders and peer effects in the adoption of ICS, which does not directly address imitation
as a possible driver of network effects (Miller and Mobarak (2014); Beltramo et al. (2015)).
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the study design and is articulated in
the description of context, experimental design, sample and data collection. In section 3 summary statics,
contextual evidence are firstly presented, followed by the description of identification strategies and results.
Section 4 illustrates mechanisms, discusses the results and shows robustness checks. Section 5 concludes.

2

Study design

2.1

Context and background

Over 95% of Malian urban population use solid fuels (wood, biomass or charcoal) for cooking, only 6% have
access to clean fuels (kerosene, gas or electricity) and less than 0.5% of the population use improved biomass
cookstoves. It has been estimated that 9,750 deaths per year are caused by indoor air pollution in Mali
(Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves10 ).
In collaboration with the French NGO Groupe Energies Renouvelables, Environnement et Solidarits
(GERES), we identify an improved charcoal cookstove, locally known as Fourneau Seiwa. In the last years,
GERES supported and supervised the value chain of the product and certified its advantages with laboratory
tests.11 The ICS (see panel d of figure 1) is produced by local artisans using recycled materials, is portable,
has a metal structure and a combustion chamber made of concrete which allows to retain the heat and save
charcoal. The market price (about 4,000 FCFA, USD6.5012 ) is higher than traditional charcoal cookstoves
(2,500-3,000 FCFA, USD4.20-5), however it can be recovered in three months of full usage, due to saving in
charcoal. The product is available at local markets, however its uptake is relatively low. No other models
of ICS with characteristics similar to Fourneau Seiwa are available on the market in Bamako at the time of
the study.
As far as cooking activities and tools are concerned, it seems useful to provide some evidence in order to
better understand the context of the intervention. Cooking is one of the activities which is usually carried
out at the level of enlarged households13 in order to exploit economies of scale. Meals are prepared centrally
10 The source of the data is the GACC website http://cleancookstoves.org/country-profiles/26-mali.html, consulted on January 2017.
11 Experimental tests for the assessment of the ICS performance have been conducted by an external institution, the “Centre
National de lEnergie Solaire et des Energies Renouvables” in January 2014, following international standards. The ICS underwent a boiling and cooking test and its performance was compared to the traditional charcoal cookstove. The results indicate
that the thermal performance of ICS was 26.19% against 18.05% of the traditional cookstove. This allows the ICS to gain a
potential charcoal saving of 30% to 45%.
12 ICS market prices usually vary, depending on several factors such as the bargaining ability of seller and purchaser, the
quantity bought, the location of the market. While the price for purchase in bulk to producers ranges between 3,000 and 3,500
FCFA, the market price may range from 3,500 to 4,500 FCFA.
13 Malian enlarged households (locally named as gwa) include several nuclear units, living in the same compound.
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for all members and women participate to a cooking rotation, in which every day (or week) a different woman
has to prepare for the whole gwa in turn. In our sample, the woman in the cooking rotation is in charge of
preparing between two and three meals per day. On average, about two women are involved in the cooking
rotation, with a minimum of one and a maximum of fifteen. Traditional dishes are usually cooked once a
day and require a preparation time of about three hours.

2.2

Experimental design, sampling and data collection

From October 2014 to January 2015, we conducted a baseline survey on 1080 women from 36 clusters in
the city of Bamako. We adopted a clustered, multi-stage, probability sampling in order to be representative
of the population of Bamako. We constructed a random selection of 36 cluster areas, within which starting
points were randomly identified on the map. From each starting point, 25 houses were selected following
a pseudo-random process la Afrobarometer. From each starting point, another 5 houses were selected 10
minutes-walk apart, in a random direction, following the same procedure of house selection.14 The former 25
houses were assigned to the treatment group, whereas the latter 5 to the control group. The woman leader
of the cooking rotation was selected as respondent to our survey. Appendix A provides the details of the
sampling procedure.
900 women in the treatment arm received an invitation to a training session to be held in a nearby
school on a Saturday (non-working day) in ten-day time15 . The invitation flier contained a preview of the
topic to be discussed, namely energy efficiency and improved cookstoves, and included the personal contact
of our field supervisor, the date, time and address of the session. Women were also told that participants
would be reimbursed 1,000 FCFA for transport costs, i.e. the usual taxi rate for a return trip within the
city16 . One day before the session, all invited women received a call reminder. Sessions were specifically
organized to gather women from the same cluster, were held either in the morning or in the afternoon, lasted
about 3 hours and were conducted by a professional product promoter17 . General information on health,
the importance of hygiene while cooking, health consequences of indoor air pollution, efficiency gains and
economic advantages (fuel saving, reduced health care need, etc) from using ICSs and their market price
were provided. Moreover, the promoter set up a cooking show where the same traditional dish was prepared
using both a traditional and an ICS. Before starting, charcoal was publicly weighed, so that fuel saving could
be actually verified. After sharing the meal, women were invited to individually join another room, where
an enumerator proposed the purchase of ICS at the price of 3,500 FCFA18 . Women could decide whether
to buy one ICS immediately, to buy it in five days (the next Thursday), leaving a deposit of 500 FCFA, or
not to buy. The second option was introduced in order to relieve cash constraints at the time of purchase.
Women willing to buy but not disposing of the exact amount at the time of the session could find the money
by the time of the home visit of our staff in five days. In case of non-purchase five days after, the deposit
was lost. In 32 out of 36 training sessions19 , a random half of women attending the session were provided
14 We believe that with such a design we can avoid major spillover effects from treated to non-treated areas. The average
distance between a treated and a control individual is about 600 meters (minimum of 200 and maximum of 1,200 meters), while
the mean distance among treated individuals is about 90 meters. In some locations the distance between treated and control
is lower, due to the presence of important infrastructural separation, i.e. a very large road.
15 Saturday was found the day which would maximize the presence of women, based on a dedicated question asked during
the pilot phase.
16 We do not have data on the actual usage of the money provided, however we do not have clear evidence that that people
did not use the money for transportation.
17 We employed two promoters with past experience in conducting ICS marketing events with the NGO GERES.
18 This corresponded to the procurement cost we incurred with our supplier.
19 In four sessions our field team faced technical problems with the software for data collection and treatment administration.
Women participating these sessions were exposed to the protocol for ”control” individuals, so that none of them received any
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the information about another random woman in the same session. The content of the information included
peer’s identity, her purchase decision and whether she owned already an ICS20 . The randomization was
incorporated in the software

21

which we designed for data collection and treatment administration through

tablets. Figure 2 represents the way different sub-samples were created within a representative cluster. Five
days after the training session, all women who did not buy on the spot (both those who left a deposit and
who did not want to buy at all) were visited by our staff and proposed the purchase of ICS at the same price
conditions. In June 2015, an endline survey was conducted on all women sampled at the baseline. Figure 3
shows the timeline of our study.
At the time of the invitation to the training session, all women were administered a 40-minutes baseline
questionnaire in local language. Our baseline survey included questions on demographic composition of the
household, socio-economic status, health, education, income, working conditions, time allocation, saving,
sources of energy for different purposes, household expenditure on energy, available appliances and cooking
stoves (type and fuel used), knowledge about modern cookstoves, risk preferences, participation to informal
group, GPS localization. During the training sessions, we collected data on the social links among attendants.
Each woman was asked questions about the relationship with each of the other attendants: whether she knew
her at least by sight and if she participates to the same groups (saving, discussion or neighborhood groups).
Finally, she was asked to name a maximum of six women whose opinion is respected. At the endline, occuring
on July 2015 (from 6 to 9 months after the baseline), the questionnaire administered was very similar to the
one of the baseline.

3
3.1

Data and Results
Summary statistics and contextual evidence

The whole sample includes 1077 individuals, 898 of which have been invited to the training session, while
179 were not22 . About 46% of women invited to the session actually attended, with an average of 11 women
per session. We were able to successfully track 989 individuals at the endline (839 in the treated and 150 in
the control group). We find significant differential attrition rates in our invitation treatment sub-samples:
we could not track 16% of women not invited to the training session and 6.5% of those invited. Attrition
and partial compliance issues are discussed more in depth in Appendix B and are taken into consideration
in the regression analysis which follows. Table 1 shows baseline characteristics by invitation status and
differences across sub-samples. Respondents are about 33 years old, 88% of them live in couple within
enlarged households (gwa). In our baseline sample the average size of gwa is about 13 members. More than
40% of respondents have no schooling, 15% attended primary school, 11% secondary and 30% high-school
or more. Over 43% have some income generating activity (mostly in the informal sector), dedicate 5 to
6 hours per week to it and earn a personal income ranging from 16,000 to 20,000 FCFA (USD27-34) per
month23 . We compute a wealth index using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as suggested by Filmer
informational nudge about peers. Thus, these sessions are not included in the analysis of social interaction effects during the
experimental session, but are part of the study sample for the analysis outside the experimental setting.
20 We made sure that women leaving the training venue after the purchase choice could not be seen by the other women still
sitting at the session space, in order to prevent them from influencing other women and preserve the experimental setting.
21 We used a random number generator algorithm providing the ID code of women registered at the session.
22 We expected a sample of 1080 and 180 women for the two groups, however, we discarded three observations as respondents
did not complete the questionnaire or refused to answer to a majority of questions.
23 The income of the head of househould ranges between 63,000 and 55,000 FCFA for the treated and control groups,
respectively (the difference is not statistically different). The purchase of ICS at the market price of 4,000 FCFA would
represent 20 and 6.4% of women and head monthly income, respectively.
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and Pritchett (2001), by aggregating the information on all assets in a single synthetic index24 . About
30% of women have some form of personal saving (bank account, rotating credit and saving associations roscas-, or other informal forms). More than half of the sample is member of informal groups, like roscas,
discussion or neighbourhood groups. We also measure the risk preferences using a game based on Harbaugh
et al. (2002) where subjects could choose between playing a simple gamble and receiving a specific amount
of money with certainty.25 We define risk-averse those who always preferred the certain amount. About two
thirds of the sample turns out to be risk-averse.
As far as fuels and cookstoves are concerned, we find that in more than 80% of households the main
fuel for cooking is charcoal, in 19% is wood, while in less than 1% is gas. At the baseline, 97% of women
declared to own at least one traditional cookstove within the gwa (on average more than 3), 17 to 20% own
ICS (on average about 1.7)26 and 50% own some gas stoves.27 The ICS which has been the object of our
intervention, locally known as ”Fourneau Seiwa”, is known by the vast majority of women surveyed (91 to
94%). More than 75% of women rightly attribute characteristics related to efficiency and fuel-saving to ICS.
The main source of knowledge of the product are people connected to the respondents (family members,
friends or neighbors) who have one, mentioned by 61% of women, followed by market (56%) and promotional
campaigns in the media (34%). We asked women to list some positive and negative characteristics of the
ICS. The majority of respondents mentioned features related to efficiency and savings in fuel (77%), while
other focused on quality and durability (37%) and health (16%). The most prominent negative aspects were
the short durability (54%) and the high price (16%). The main reasons for not owning an ICS are related
to the difficulty to find them (39%) and their high price (31%). However, the average estimated price of
ICS reported by women was 4,700 FCFA, an amount far above the actual market price. As a typical feature
of Malian society, household expenditure are rigidly divided across members of the family. Heads of gwa
are mostly in charge of paying for food, while fuel expenditure are assigned to women in about 70% of
cases. However, all women are endowed with a certain monthly budget for the provision of goods for the
gwa (women are actually in charge of shopping food and fuel at the market) by the gwa head or the head of
the nuclear household, which complements the individual female earnings from productive activities, when
present. This justifies the relatively high levels of fuel expenditure at gwa level which we observe (about
13,000 FCFA), compared to respondents’ income. In addition, one needs to recall that each woman of the
cooking rotation is expected to contribute to fuel expenditures of the gwa.
Table 2 shows observable characteristics by treatment groups within the training session, i.e. across
women who participated the training session who received or not information about peer’s decision, respectively. Descriptive statistics of the two groups are similar to the ones described above. In the 32 training
24 The

wealth index uses the first principal component of the set of variables introduced, assigns a larger weight to assets
that vary the most across households and can take positive as well as negative values. The categorical variables expressing
house facilities such as type of roof, floor, toilet and water facilities are transformed into ordinal and treated as continuous, as
suggested in Vyas and Kumaranayake (2006). The items considered in the index are: type of floor, type of roof, toilet facilities,
drinking water facilities, number of sleeping rooms in the dwelling, presence of fridge, camera, TV, sofa, table and chairs, bike,
motorbike, car, sewing machine, wood or iron bed, air conditioning, fan.
25 Two sets of three questions were presented, with small and big stakes respectively, each of which offered the choice between
A, receiving an amount of money with certainty, and B, participating in a lottery where they could either gain 1,000 (10,000)
FCFA, about USD1.7 (USD17) with probability 0.25, or gain nothing with probability 0.75. Hence, the expected absolute value
of the gamble was always the same, and the amount of money received with certainty varied across choices (lower, equal to,
and higher than the expected value of the gamble, namely 200, 250 and 300 FCFA and the same amount multiplied by 10).
The point at which a subject switches from the risky to the safe alternative allows us to determine the respondents degree of
risk aversion. Games were not incentivized.
26 Given the large variety of models available in the market and the lack of clear definitions and certifications of improved
models, the most common models for each category were shown to respondents through pictures which are shown in figure 1.
27 In most cases gas stoves are just gas cylinders with a nozzle on which people place the pot or, more commonly, the teapot.
Only 5% of the sample have proper gas stoves.
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sessions where the informational treatment was implemented 187 women (51%) received the information
regarding peers’ decision, while 179 (49%) did not.
The outcome variables are related to the take-up, ownership of and knowledge about ICS at different
stages of our study and for different sub-samples. The first outcome relates to the willingness to buy the ICS
after the training session, on Saturday, for the sub-sample of participants. The variable amounts to 65.8%
for participants and includes both actual purchase on the spot (about 38% for both groups) and the decision
to leave the deposit (30% in the treated group and 25% in the control, with such difference not statistically
significant). Overall, we find that women who received the information regarding the peer are 5% more
likely to be willing to purchase, although the difference is not statistically significant at standard confidence
levels (table 2). The second outcome is the probability to buy the ICS in five-day time after the session, for
the sample of women who attended the session, but did not buy on the spot (either left the deposit or did
not buy). It amounts to 14% of women invited at the session (table 1). The third set of outcomes concerns
the difference in time between the probability of owning at least one ICS at gwa level at different points in
time after our intervention (after the session on Saturday, after five days from the session, on Thurssday,
and at the endline, after six to nine months from the intervention) and the baseline (table 1). While the
difference in ICS ownership between invited and non-invited women was not statistically different at the
baseline (20.3% and 17.3%, respectively), we find that ICS is present in 26% more households (significant
at 1% level) at the endline. However, one should consider that the the level of ICS ownership in the treated
group at the endline (44.7%) is very similar to the one registered after our intervention, intended as both
Saturday and Thursday proposals (45.5%)28 .
A set of variables relating to ICS knowledge was asked only at the endline and is shown at the bottom
of table 1 where it can be seen that neither the knowledge about where one can buy ICS, nor their technical
efficiency features vary significantly between the sample of invited and non-invited women29 . Finally, we
explicitly ask if the respondent knows other people owning ICS. This is the case for more people in the group
of invited than in the control group. While no difference in the number of family members of friends owning
ICS is found between the two samples, we find a significant difference in the number of neighbours owning
ICS.
The lack of significant differences along most of observable baseline characteristics in both tables 1 and 2
leads us to believe that the randomization exercises, both of the invitation treatment and of the information
during the training session, were successful30 .
28 The reader should notice that the sample for which information on the ownership at endline is available is subject to
attrition. The share of ICS owners after the intervention in the non-attrited sample is 46.3%. It should be also noticed that
the information on the share of women living in control areas and owning ICS after the session and the overall intervention are
not directly collected. The same level observed at the baseline conducted ten to fifteen days before has been imposed.
29 In order to construct the first variable, women were asked to list places where ICS could be purchased within the city.
Locations were checked and the variable takes the value of 1 if ICS were actually sold in the reported locations and 0 otherwise.
For the second variable the following hypothetical question was administered ”If you consume ten packs of charcoal per month
with a traditional cookstove, how many packs are you expected to consume with an ICS used for the same time and same
quantity of food?”. The variable takes the value of 1 if the estimated saving are in a reasonably correct range (20 to 40%) and
0 otherwise. An index for ICS knowledge is constructed summing the following dummy variables: knowledge of ICS existence,
knowledge of its main features related to efficiency (the previous questions were also asked at the baseline), knowledge of where
one can buy ICS and correct estimate of expected saving. The score ranges between 0 and 4 and is calculated only at the
endline on the non-attrited sample.
30 We only report in the tables a sub-set of baseline characteristics which are employed as controls in the regression analysis
which follows. However, we performed difference of means tests over 117 baseline characteristics, with a rejection rate of 9.4,
2.5 and 0.8% for the invitation treatment and 0.8, 4 and 2% for the information treatment corresponding to the significance
levels of 10, 5 and 1%, respectively. Similar numbers are found in the non-attrited sample. Results are available upon request.
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3.2

Measuring social networks

A social network is defined by individual members (nodes) and the links among them. In order to measure
social networks, the critical passages one needs to consider are the sampling exercise of individuals and of the
relationship to others, intended as the identification of nodes and of the type of link. Several techniques have
been proposed, each with advantages and disadvantages (see Maertens and Barrett (2013) for a discussion).
However, none of the previous works have tackle the measurement of social networks in the urban context,
where geographic boundaries are not as well defined as in rural villages. Our urban context could not
allow to obtain complete census of networks31 , due to the impossibility to establish boundaries. Hence, we
use a network within sample approach: first, we randomly select 25 households living close to each other
in each cluster, then we map the social links among them, along the dimensions of knowledge by sight,
common membership to informal groups (saving, discussion or neighborhood groups) and whose opinion
one respects. Despite the several shortcomings of this approach (see Maertens and Barrett (2013) and
Chandrasekhar and Lewis (2011) for a discussion), it represents a good option to test the role of social
interaction on indivdual decision-making in our experimental setting.32 Notwithstanding the fact that our
sampled network structure may be a poor representation of the true social networks within a geographical
cluster, by stratifying our information treatment at the session level, we end up with balance between treated
and non-treated individuals along the social network dimension. Table 2 shows that no significant difference
in the number of women to whom participants are linked to, along different dimensions (knowledge by
sight, comembership and respectful), arises between the two sub-samples. Also, the geographical distance of
women from the drop-off point, i.e. from the point where the sampling strategy started, seems to be evenly
distributed between treatment and control group. These two pieces of evidence point to the fact that any
bias arising from our network within sample approach is likely to influence the results of our field experiment.

3.3

Peer’s imitation effect

After the training session, women were randomly assigned to a treatment and a control group. Treated women
received information over the ownership and purchase decision of ICS at the session of another randomly
selected peer, whereas control women did not. We evaluate the effect of receiving such information, by
estimating the following equation on the sample of participants:
Yi = β0 + β1 Inf oi + β2 Inf oi ∗ ICSj + γXi + i

(1)

where Yi is the probability of purchasing ICS or leaving the deposit of woman i, Inf o is an indicator
which is equal to one if the woman received the information and zero otherwise. β1 provides the overall
impact of receiving the information, regardless of the content, i.e. the identity of the peer and whether or
not she owned or bought the ICS. In column 1 of table 3, we find that such coefficient is positive, however
not statistically significant. ICSj represents the content of the information provided and is expressed as a
dummy equal to one if the peer j, randomly selected from other participants, owned before or bought ICS at
the session and zero otherwise. β2 shows the effect of conveying the information of the identity of the peer
and her take-up decision (and/or her previous ownership of ICS). We find that women are 20% more likely
to take-up ICS at the session if their peer purchased or owned ICS (column 2). The coefficient is significant
at 5% confidence level. Xi is a vector of individual baseline characteristics including age, marital status, size
31 Census
32 The

of networks are constructed for example in Broeck and Dercon (2011), Banerjee et al. (2013), Banerjee et al. (2014)
study of determinants of link existence and social network structure goes beyond the scope of our analysis.
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of gwa, dummies for education levels, participation to informal groups, having an income generating activity,
any saving, an index for wealth, risk aversion, knowing about and owning already an ICS (coefficients are
not shown but are available upon request). Among the covariates included in the vector Xi , we signal that
purchase decisions are positively related to wealth, while negatively related to the knowledge of ICS at the
baseline. However, no treatment heterogeneity along such dimensions arises33 .
We assess the extent to which different types of social linkages with the peer influence individual decision
to take-up, by estimating the following regression on the sub-sample of treated participants:
Yi = β0 + β1 ICSj + β2 ICSj ∗ P eer Relij + γXi + i

(2)

P eer Relij indicates different levels of social linkage between the treated woman i and the randomly
selected peer, j, about whom we provide the information. We construct three variable which are equal to
one if they know each other by sight, if they are member of the same informal group or if the treated woman
named her peer’s opinion as respectable, and zero otherwise, respectively. The interaction effects of each
type of relationship and peer’s decisions are separately shown in column 3, 4 and 5. We find that women
are significantly more likely to take-up ICS when the peer they receive information about owns ICS and is
respectful. Being a simple acquaintance or a co-member does not influence the propensity to take-up ICS.
Such result holds when we include all interaction effects in the same model (column 6) and session-specific
controls such as the number of participants in each session, a descriptive measure of the network structure
of participants34 and whether the session was held in the first half of the month35 (column 7). We find that
individuals show higher propensity to buy or leave a deposit in more numerous and less dense sessions. The
time of the month when the session was held does not seem to influence the results

36

.

We test whether women not only tend to imitate people they know and respect, but also those who are
known and respected in general, in the neighbourhood. To do this, we looked at the main and interaction
effect of peer’s network centrality, measured with a battery of indicators (eigenvector centrality, proximity,
betweeness, indegree and outdegree) on the restricted sample of women who received the information from
a peer who was at least knowkn by sight. We do not find any statistically significant effect.
Overall, the results tend to indicate that social interaction plays a role in the individual decision-making
over technology adoption. In particular, people react to the information over another peer’s behaviour by
conforming to her choice. This appears to be particularly true if women are revealed information about a
respected peer. Several mechanisms could drive such results. First, the respected woman may represent a
heuristic: women copy the behavior of the respected peer because they think that she might know about
other added benefits of owning an ICS. For instance, if there were durability concerns the fact that the
respected woman buys the ICS may prove that the product is of good quality, allaying those concerns that
it would break soon. Similarly, the respected woman might know more about product scarcity/pricing, so
signal that ”buying right now” makes sense. Second, purchasing ICS can be seen as a way to signal status.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that when Malian women get married, they tend to show off that they are
afforded the newest tools and technologies for the kitchen37 . This seems to be motivated by the importance
given to social comparison. The search for conformity or social status, motivating the scope for relative
33 Results

are not shown but are available upon request.
is calculated as the density of the social network, i.e. the probability that any pair of women in the session knew each
other at least by sight.
35 Evidence suggests that the liquidity constraints within households are tighter at the end of the month.
36 Results are not shown but are available upon request.
37 Ethnographic evidence on post-socialist countries shows that families tended to purchase Western commodities in order to
claim a ’European’ and modern status (Fehrvry (2002)).
34 This
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consumption and subjective well-being, have been documented in both developed and developing countries
(among others, see Easterlin (2001); Luttmer (2005); Fafchamps and Shilpi (2008)). Unfortunately, we are
unable to disentangle the two mechanism and assess which one is prevailing.

3.4

Social interaction in the diffusion of ICS

Identifying the causal effects of social interaction in the diffusion of technology adoption is an empirical
challenge (Moffitt (2000); Bramoull et al. (2009); Fafchamps (2015)). Typically, the linear-in-means model,
where the outcome of each individual depends linearly on his own characteristics, on the mean outcome
of his reference group and on its mean characteristics, has been used for such purpose. In the jargon of
Manski (1993), one should distinguish exogenous (or contextual) effects, i.e., the influence of exogenous
peer characteristics and endogenous effects, i.e., the influence of peer outcomes, from correlated effects, i.e.,
individuals in the same reference group tend to behave similarly because they are similar or face a common
environment. The first identification problem arises from the difficulty to distinguish social interaction
effects (both endogenous and exogenous) from correlated effects. The second problem derives from agents’
simultaneous behaviour, implying that the the expected mean outcome of the reference group and its mean
characteristics are perfectly collinear. Experimental approaches offer a solution to these problems. One of
them exploits the random variation in the density of treated peers at varying distances and compare the
outcomes of non-treated individuals in treated clusters, with non-treated individuals in non-treated clusters
(see, among others, Baird et al. (2014)). Our identification strategy is inspired to the latter approach,
however, our design does not allow us to do the same, because all women within treated areas have been
invited to participate to the training session.
We assess the role of social interaction in the process of ICS diffusion outside the experimental setting
described in the previous section, by looking at ICS take-up and ownership, as a function of the number of
women owning ICS living in the same neighbourhood. The two identification problems mentioned above are
tackled by exploiting some unique features of our study design.
If one were to simply analyze the individual decision to adopt ICS as a function of the behaviour of
peers living nearby, the real social interaction effect would be indistinguishable from the correlated effects.
Our identification of causal social interaction effects is based on the construction of an instrumental variable
which would correlate with the reference group’s behaviour but would be uncorrelated with all determinants
of the correlated effects. In what follows, we present how the instrumental variable is constructed and used
to identify social interaction effects. First, our sampling strategy selects randomly the starting points and
truncates existent social networks from a geographical point of view, by selecting households in a pseudorandom way, as described in section 2.2 and A.3. This implies that women, by design, regardless of their
personal traits and social connections, are ”surrounded” by a varying number of other women who have
been invited, depending on their distance from the initial starting point. Such number is deemed exogenous
by construction. Intuitively, within the same treated sampling point, we compare women at the boundary
of the sampling areas with women at the core of it. The former are expected to have fewer neighbours who
have been invited to the session compared to the latter. Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of all
individuals around their respective drop-off point. We look at the number of invited women in the sample
at different (arbitrary) geographical distances from each individual. The mean distance among peer within
geographical clusters is about 95 meters (median 87 and maximum 388). In order to account for different
levels of density of buildings and households, our measure of geographical distance is a function of the mean
pairwise distance among all women in the same cluster and α, which is a fixed parameter ranging from 0.1
12

to 4. Consequently, the length of such radius around each woman varies, across clusters, depending on the
density of houses in the neighbourhood and on α. We claim that the number of invited women within this
radius can be deemed exogenous. This allows us to estimate the following reduced form:
Yisd = β0 + φ(#Invitedisd ) + γXi + ψPs + isd

(3)

where Yisd is the outcome of interest (ICS take-up or ownership) for individual i in cluster s, #Invitedisd
is the number of invited women living within a distance d = α ∗ D̄s from woman i, where D̄s is the average
pairwise distance among all women in cluster s. φ measures the marginal effect of having an additional
neighbour invited to the session at distance d. Xi includes the same set of individual controls previously
specified and the individual normalized distance from the sampling point. Ps is the median pair distance in
cluster s.
The second important aspect for the validity of the instrument is the relationship between the invitation to
the session and ICS ownership. Our invitation to the session significantly increased the level of ICS ownership.
The level of ICS ownership grows from 20.3 to 34.1% after the training session and increases by an extra 11.4
percentage points after the second visit to women in five-day delay, eventually reaching a share of 45%38 .
We check the existence of the first step, by looking at the effect of #Invitedisd on #ICS ownersisd , test the
weakness of the instrument and eventually estimate the following structural equation through instrumental
variables:
Yisd = β0 + ψ(#ICS ownersisd ) + γXi + ψPs + ηisd

(4)

where ψ represents the marginal effect of having an additional neighbour owning ICS living within distance
d.
We look at different sub-samples in different phases of the study design. In particular, in section 3.4.1
we look at the short-run social interaction effects, by looking at the likelihood of ICS purchase with a fiveday delay from the training session (at the time of our second visit to the households) as a function of the
number of ICS owners leaving nearby in that particular moment in time. This is done on the sub-sample
of women who participated to the session and either left the deposit or did not buy. In section 3.4.2, we
look at the time difference in ICS ownership for the group of women who did not purchase ICS following our
intervention (this includes both non-participants and non-buying participants), as a function of the number
of ICS owners leaving nearby at the end of our intervention.
3.4.1

Short-term social interaction effects

We estimate the probability of purchasing ICS for the sample of women who are revisited and proposed to
buy ICS five days after the training session. This was the case for women who either did not buy ICS on the
spot or left the deposit. Table 4 reports the results obtained for α equal to 0.5. As the number of neighbours
who have been invited increases, the propensity to buy also increases (column 1). When we use the number
of neighbours who actually purchased at the session on Saturday (column 2) and the number of neighbours
owning ICS after Saturday (Column 3) the marginal effects appear to increase in size, consistently reflecting
a decrease in the value of the regressors. Columns 4 and 5 show the first step of the IV regressions shown
in columns 2 and 3, respectively. The number of invited neighbours within a certain distance is a strong
predictor of the endogenous variables employed and passes standard tests for weak instruments. We run
38 These

numbers only refer to invited women and can be seen in table 1.
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sensitivity analysis on α in figure 5. The figure shows that positive effects persist, across specifications,
for values of α between 0.4 and 0.7, while vanish for smaller and larger distances. In absolute terms, we
find effects within a radius varying from 38 to 66 meters, being 95 meters the average pairwise distance
across the 36 clusters. The results survive to the inclusion of the usual individual controls used in the
previous exercises, none of which displays significant coefficients. Moreover, we add two variables which,
unsurprisingly, seem to be positively correlated with the outcome. The first is a dummy variable which is
equal to one for participants who left the deposit at the session. The second is equal to one if the woman
reported to have discussed about ICS purchase with other attendants after the training session.
We look at heterogeneities in own and other’s network characteristics, by including individual network
centrality, average neighbours’ network centrality and the number (or share) of neighbours socially connected
to the woman within the given distance. However, no significant effects seem to arise (results are available
upon request).
We run placebo regressions to test the goodness of our instrument, in the attempt to convince the reader
that the observed results are not spurious. We estimate regression 3 on a set of outcomes which are predetermined to the social interaction dynamic we are studying. In particular, we consider i. the individual
participation to the session, ii. ICS take-up rate at the end of the session and iii. the probability of either
leaving the deposit or not buying. The exercise is done on the different sub-samples of interest: all women
invited (point i.) and participants (point ii. and iii.). Results for α=0.5 are shown in table 5, while sensitivity
analysis is presented in figure 6. One can notice that the instrument does not seem to have any significant
influence on participation39 and decision-making during the session.
Our results seem to suggest a natural social network dynamics implying a natural flow of information
about the ownership of ICS by other neighbours living at relatively close geographical distance. This does
not seem to hold for other products, such as index insurance, certainly a less evident and tangible product.
In Cai et al. (2015) peers’ decision to adopt index insurance matters in individual take-up decision only
when it is explicitly revealed to individuals. Once again, we are unable to identify the exact mechanism. We
suspect that the same drivers in place during the session could work in this context. On the top of them,
women had the possibility to freely discuss with other women, for a relatively short period of time. This
indeed seemed to be case, given the positive and significant coefficient attached to such control in table 4.
3.4.2

Long-term social interaction effects

In this section we focus on the natural behaviour of the sample of women invited to the session in the period
going from the end of our intervention, intended as the training session and the second visit with a 5-day
delay, and the endline survey which occurs after 6 to 9 months.
First of all, one should notice that the share of women who have been invited owning ICS after the second
visit is 45% (46% if we look at the non-attrited sample), while it is 44% at the endline. This suggests a rather
poor take-up rate in the period following our intervention. However, this aggregate data for the sample of
invited women conceals some heterogeneity across different sub-groups. First, for the sample of participants
the share of owners decreases from 73.2% after our intervention (considering both the training session and
39 The first panel suggests that the number of neighbours at more than twice the mean pairwise distance seems to matter in
the decision to participate to the training session. Though, the number of surrounding women at such levels of α for about 45%
of women corresponds to all those available in the sample (i.e. 24 out of 25, the 25th being the woman under analysis), for the
remaining 50% the share of women of the sample living within such distance varies from 70 (i.e. 17) to 96% (i.e. 23 women).
Among other covariates, the following determinants are significant in explaining participation to the session, regardless of the
number of women living nearby: respondent age and size of gwa (positively); living in couple, wealth and higher education level
for the respondent (negatively).
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the second visit) to 66.3% at the time of the endline. This, in turn, reflects two opposite effects: on the one
hand, for the group of participants who purchased ICS during the intervention (275 observations) the share
of ICS owners at the endline is 83%. This represents a 17 percentage points decrease with respect to the
post-intervention situation (these correspond to 46 cases). On the other hand, for the group of participants
who did not purchase ICS during the intervention (126 observations) the share of ICS owners grows from
19.8% right after the intervention to 29.3% at the endline. Second, for the sample of non-participants, the
share of owners moves from 20.6% at the time of the baseline40 to 24.8%41 . The discussion which follows
aims at analyzing the role of social interaction in determining such trends in ICS ownership for the different
sub-groups.
As far as the group of participants is concerned, we separately estimate equation 3 and 4 on the subsample of women who purchased ICS during the intervention and on those who did not. Results are shown
in table 6 and 7, while sensitivity analysis along α can be found in figure 7 and 8, respectively. We find
no evidence that social interaction effects play a role in the decrease of ICS ownership over time, for the
group of buying participants

42

. Instead, we find positive effects of the number of invited women (as well

as the number women purchasing ICS during the intervention and those owning ICS after it) for the sample
of non-buying participants. The effects are positive and significant (at 10% confidence level) for values of α
ranging from 0.2 to 0.5.
As far as the group of non-participants is concerned, we use several approaches to understand whether
our intervention had some spillover effects and whether this can be explained by social interaction. First,
we look at spillover effects by comparing the change over time in ICS ownership between non-participants
and control group. To investigate this, we look at the Intention to Treat Effect (ITT) of our treatment on
different samples. We run the following reduced-form:
Yis = β0 + β1 Invitedis + γXi + is

(5)

where β1 provides the ITT of our intervention on the change over time in ICS ownership, measured as
the difference in time (between endline and baseline) in the propensity of owning at least one ICS. Table
8 shows the results for different sub-samples, reported on the different column headings. Columns 1 to
3 refer to the whole non-attrited sample of the study and show that being invited to the training session
40 This share is not statistically different from that of the sample of those who eventually participated to the training session,
equal to 20.3% (P-value=0.91).
41 All values presented are calculated for the non-attrited sample.
42 There may be several reasons which may explain the reasons why such decrease occurred. First, it can be the case that
women purchased ICS in order to give it to some other woman outside the gwa. Traditionally, at the time of marriage, Malian
women leave their home and move to their husband’s house (and gwa) and tend to receive gifts for the kitchen as part of the
bride’s dowry to be taken in the new house. Second, in some cases the respondent of the endline survey is different from the
respondent at the baseline and from session participant. In some cases, the original respondent could have moved to another
location, taking the ICS with her. We tackle this particular issue in section 4.1, by reporting the results of a robustness check
where all analysis are repeated on the sample of observations where the respondent is always the same. Third, our intervention
implies the distribution of ICS at a slightly lower price than the market which may give rise to re-sale on the secondary market.
Given the relatively small profit margin, we tend to exclude this channel, also in the light of the evidence by Hoffmann et al.
(2009), where it is shown that even free for heavily subsidized anti-malaria bednets tend to be retained by poor rural households.
Fourth, within our intervention, women were entitled to buy only one ICS each. This may lead to collusion behaviour among
participants: those who were not interested in purchasing bought an extra ICS for those who were interested who already
bought one, therefore not entitled to get another. Given the characteristics of our intervention, we believe that this may have
more likely occurred for women who purchased with a five-day delay. Indeed, this seems to be the case for about two thirds
of women (30 out of 46 observations). Fifth, another another possible mechanism is related to under-reporting on the actual
ownership of ICS at the endline, driven by strategic behaviour in the expectation of future benefits (see similar examples in
Blattman et al. (2016) and Martinelli and Parker (2009)). In the absence of a direct way to test for this, we look at the number
of women owning ICS at the baseline, purchasing ICS during our intervention and not owning it at endline, but we find only
one case.
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increases the likelihood of owning ICS by 26 to 31 percentage points, depending of whether or not individual
baseline covariates are included. The result represents an unbiased average of the combined effect deriving
from both participants and non-participants, in relation to women living in control areas. Column 3 shows
the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) of participating to the session. This is obtained through IV,
where participation has been instrumented by invitation to the session. We find that participating to our
treatment increases the likelihood of owning ICS by 67 percentage points on the population of compliers.
In columns 4 and 5 we repeat the exercise on the sample of women who have been invited but who did not
participate and non-invited ones. We find that non-participants are more likely to own ICS at the endline
than control women. This represents suggestive evidence of the presence of spillover effects. However, the
estimate is likely to be biased, as the group of non-participants is self-selected. We claim that the selection
bias is negative, i.e. non-participants are less likely to purchase than women in control areas, who are not
different from the sample of both participants and non-participants (see table 1 for a comparison of the
two samples along observable characteristics). In other words, we think that selection into participation is
positively related to ownership. Besides evidence from column 3, we also find that women who participated
to the intervention but who did not buy ICS are still more likely to own ICS at the endline than women in
control areas (columns 6 and 7). These results support our claim over the sign of the selection bias which
leads to underestimating the spillover effects in column 4 and 5. In column 5 we find evidence of positive
and significant (at 10% confidence level) effect of the invitation on the group of non-participants, which we
interpret as a lower bound of spillover effects.
We now focus on the extent to which spillover effects on non-participants are the outcome of social
interaction dynamic. First, we replicate an exercise similar to the one shown in the previous section, by
considering the difference in ICS ownership between the endline and the baseline, for the sub-sample of
women who did not attend it. Table 9 reports the results of the analysis for α equal to 0.5, while figure 9
shows the sensitivity analysis. In this case we do not find any significant effect from living close (at different
geographical distances) to people owning ICS on the likelihood of owning it at the endline.
When we consider the total number of women who bought ICS at the session (summing Saturday and
Thursday purchases) within the cluster, we find that non-participants are more likely to buy in clusters where
more women actually purchased ICS. This is shown in table 10. Similar results are obtained for the number
of women in the cluster who own ICS after the session (column 2). It has to be noticed that the number
of participants to the session is negatively correlated to the probability of owning ICS at the endline. This
may be due to simple accountancy, given the fact that we are considering the sample of non-participants.
Taken together, results on non-participants seem to suggest that geographical proximity of neighbours
owning ICS is less important for non-participants than for participants who did not buy on the spot. However,
we find suggestive evidence that social interaction dynamics are at play at cluster-level.

4

Mechanisms and discussion

In section 3.3 we have shown experimental evidence of peer effects in the decision to purchase ICS at the
training session and interpret such results as the outcome of imitation effects. In sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 we
provide non-experimental evidence of the diffusion of ICS ownership at different points in time as an effect of
social interaction. A different mechanism seems to arise for women who participated our training session and
for those who did not. For the former group, we find that having more neighbours living at a relatively close
geographical distance and owning ICS significantly increases the individual likelihood to purchase ICS. For
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the latter group, we do not find evidence of the same mechanism, however we do not reject the hypothesis
that non-participants are subject to some spillover effects acting at the level of neighbourhood.
Our research setting does not allow us to clearly disentangle which channel is responsible for the social
interaction effects we observe in the natural context. However, the peculiarities of the product and additional
evidence presented in this section lead us to speculate that the imitation mechanism we observe in the
experimental setting is a more reasonable and prevailing explanation for the effects we observe, than the
social learning channel.
The particular type of ICSs employed in the study have some key characteristics that make them differ
from several other technologies which have been investigated in relation to network effects. First, ”fourneau
Seiwa” is already an established technology which is known by the great majority of women in the population
(93.6% know about it at the baseline). Its design and way of use is very similar to the traditional charcoal
stoves they are supposed to replace and therefore do not imply significant behavioural changes or large
informational gaps to be filled on how to use the technology. Our technology is widely different from, for
example, index insurance, menstrual cups and contraceptives where social learning has been shown as the
major driver of adoption (Cai et al. (2015); Oster and Thornton (2012); Munshi and Myaux (2006)). Second,
ICS is a relatively cheap and risk-free technology, which implies relatively little investment. This is widely
different from the case of adoption of new seeds or agricultural practices, which entail important changes on
fundamental sources of livelihood. The first piece of evidence supporting the relatively marginal role played
by the social learning mechanism lies in the lack of informational gaps in the knowledge of the product.
In other words, we find that no relevant information which may improve one’s knowledge about ICS, and
therefore influence its take-up, could be learned by others. This seems to be the case simply because there
seem to be anything to learn about. Table 11 shows the ”Intention to Treat Effect” (ITT) of the invitation
to the training session on four variables in the domain of the knowledge about ICS and on a score obtained
from the sum of them. The sample includes the whole sample of women (both invited and non-invited
women)
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. We do not find any significant effect on the knowledge of (the existence of) ICS, or its main

peculiarity, the efficiency trait, measured in two ways (column 2 and 4). People do not seem either to benefit
from the participation to the session in improving the knowledge of where ICS can be bought (column 3).
The lack of significant effect persists when we consider an aggregate index of knowledge, obtained as the
sum of the previous dummies (column 5). While no effect of the training session is found on the individual
level of knowledge about ICS and its attribute, we find that the share of women knowing someone owning
ICS increases as an effect of the training session (column 6)44 . The result in column 6 seems to be driven by
the number of people owning ICS among neighbours (column 8), instead of friends and relatives (column 7).
The second piece of evidence relates to the lack of perceived benefits from the use of the technology.
In many studies social interaction works through social learning about the benefits of technologies such
as deworming pills, anti-malaria bednets, agricultural innovations or piped water connection (Kremer and
Miguel (2007), Dupas (2014), Conley and Udry (2010), Maertens (2017), Devoto et al. (2012)). In our
setting, ICS ownership does not seem to influence significantly women’s welfare and lifestyle. Table 12 shows
the impact of being invited to the session and ICS ownership on a set of variables which are expected to
be influenced by the introduction of ICS: fuel expenditure, individual savings, women time allocation and
income generating activities. The exercise includes the entire study population. The invitation to the session
is first used in a reduced form (ITT), then as an instrumental variable for ICS ownership. The use of the
43 It should be noticed that for the first two outcomes both baseline and endline measures are available, therefore we estimate
the change over time, while for outcomes in columns 3 to 5 the simple treated - control comparison at the endline is shown.
44 Even in this case, the variable is only measured at the endline and the regression represents treatment-control comparison.
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latter leads to the estimation of the LATE. The instrument seems satisfactory: it is uncorrelated with the
outcomes by construction, as for the randomization, and is correlated with the endogeneous regressor, ICS
ownership after the intervention, as confirmed by the first step regression in column 145 . ICS ownership
does not have any significant impact on monthly fuel expenditure, personal savings, propensity to have an
income generating activity, time spent for income generation or monthly income46 . Our impact analysis has
three caveats, though. First, ICS ownership may not necessarily imply continuous usage. Such behavioural
gap in ICS adoption has also been underlined in other works (see Bonan et al.). In our context, among
ICS owners at the endline, 44% declared to use ICS all the times they have to cook, 23% daily, 15% 1
to 4 times per week. However, one needs to keep in mind that meals are prepared for large families and
often require the use of several cookstoves at the time. In fact, only 13% of women owning ICS declared
to exclusively use ICS, while 71% of women declare to use other traditional stoves. In order to have some
impact, besides being regularly used and well maintained, ICS should replace completely traditional stoves.
It is well documented that energy transition likely occurs through energy stacking, i.e. both modern and
traditional fuels and cookstoves are used at the same time, instead of switching (Ruiz-Mercado et al. (2011);
Masera et al. (2000). Second, non-significant coefficients may be due to lack of statistical power. However,
through ex-post power calculations, we find that our design (considering the the invitation to the training
as the treatment) is powered to detect standardized effect size in the range of 0.17 and 0.24 (for significance
levels ranging from 0.05 to 0.1 and power between 0.7 and 0.8). These are commonly considered as small
effects. Third, women perception about the benefits may differ from reality. We compare the share of women
over-rating the expected fuel saving from ICS usage, i.e. those convinced that fuel saving may exceed 40%.
Although we find a positive effects (significant at 10%) of the invitation in the ITT specification (column 12),
the result does not hold in the LATE specification (moreover the results would not pass a multiple hypothesis
test). This indicates that our session (and ICS ownership) may have generated some over-expectations on
the benefits of ICS usage, however we believe that such effect is far from being determinant in the social
interaction dynamics.47 . Overall, the evidence seems to suggest that social learning cannot be interpreted
as the main mechanism driving the process of diffusion of ICS through social networks.
The third channel mentioned by Manski (2000) as responsible of social interaction effects, relates to
constraint interactions. Several contextual reasons suggest that this channel is unlikely to be relevant. First,
our intervention involve a very tiny sample of the overall population (about 1.9 million people) and is spread
across a vast area (the city is extended over an area of 245 km2 ). Then, the large change in ICS ownership
is mainly driven by our training intervention where ICS was directly sold. Given that we procured our
stock of ICS directly at producers, it is unlikely that our intervention may have caused any spillover on the
availability of ICS in the city or in prices.
Other studies have investigated the effects of social interaction on the adoption of ICS with mixed results
(Miller and Mobarak (2014); Beltramo et al. (2015); Adrianzn (2014)). However, no clear identification of
the social interaction channel, expectation vs preference interactions, is addressed.
45 The

weak identification statistics reported in the bottom line confirms that our instrument is not weak, as the first stage
F stat is always way above the rule-of-thumb level of 10.
46 For some variables the sample size is reduced due to missing data, however we do not find any systematic pattern with
respect to our treatment allocation. For the continuous outcome in columns 8 to 11 the results remain unchanged after using
standard trimming or winsorization, to control for outliers.
47 Also in Miller and Mobarak (2014) fuel savings from the use of an efficient ICS with characteristics similar to ours are not
perceived as significant.
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4.1

Robustness checks

In about 12.3% of cases, the respondent at the endline is not the same of the baseline. In most cases the
new respondent is another woman of the cooking rotation (either a co-spouse, a woman of another nuclear
household of the same gwa or a daughter). This may lead to biased estimates if the new respondent has a
different informational set compared to the original one. Although it is unlikely that the new respondent is
not aware of the presence of ICS at gwa level (our main outcome). However, we re-estimate the impact and
spillover exercise on the sub-sample of observations where the respondent was the same. [check results with
new specifications]

5

Conclusions

This paper tries to combine experimental and non-experimental evidence on the effect of social interaction
on the adoption of a new and more efficient technology for cooking in a context of diffused energy poverty.
We find that individuals are influenced by the information on the purchase decision or ownership of another
peer living in the same geographical area, particularly if she has been listed among those whose opinion
is respected. This constitutes compelling evidence of imitation effects and herd behaviour. We extend the
results obtained in the field experiment to the natural context, by testing the existence of networks effects in
adoption of the new technology, at different points in time, within geographical clusters. By exploiting our
sampling strategy which artificially truncate existing social networks, we use the proximity of women invited
to our training session as an instrument for the number of surrounding women adopting the product. We find
that women are more likely to purchase the product when more women around them own it, and are able to
rule out that the this effect is driven by social learning. The study provides important policy lessons. First,
technology diffusion may spread naturally through social networks, however, depending on the prevalent
mechanism in place and on the characteristics of technologies, different policies should be implemented to
speed up the process of adoption. In case of products similar to ours, i.e. easy to use, relatively cheap and
similar to the traditional one, the focus should not be on informational campaign, but more on direct market
penetration, possibly lowering transaction costs. Indeed, we find large effect of our session on take-up, not
because it fills an informational gap, due to wide knowledge of the product and its attributes already at
the baseline. Instead it probably provides easy to get cookstoves (lowering transaction costs) at the most
competitive price available the market. Once geographical penetration is obtained and a sufficient number
of women takes-up, social influence should make the rest.
From a research perspective, our design and limited measure of social networks do not allow to investigate
further the imitation mechanism and disentangle different channels identified by the theoretical literature.
These would be important empirical advances, future research should consider. However, we firstly provide
evidence of social network effects on technology adoption in urban context.
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6

Tables and Figures
Figure 1: Models of cookstoves

(a) Traditional three stone stove (wood)

(b) Traditional metal stove (wood)

(c) Traditional metal stove (charcoal)

(d) Improved cookstove (charcoal)
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Figure 2: Experimental design

(a) Cluster

(b) Random assignment of invitation to training session

(c) Partial compliance in participation

(d) Random assignment of peer’s information

Figure 3: Timeline of the study

Note: The timeline refers to a typical woman who participated to the training session in a typical cluster
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Figure 4: Geographical distribution of invited women with respect to drop-off point
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Table 1: Summary statistics and sample balance
Invited
898
0.461
0.066

Non-invited
179

Diff

P-value

N. of observations
Paricipated to the training session
Endline survey not administered

0.162

-0.096

0.000

Baseline characteristics
Respondent age
Live in couple
Size of gwa
No schooling
Primary school
Secondary school
High-school or above
Have income generating activity
Weekly time working (hours)
Repondent monthly income (CFA)
Wealth index
Monthly fuel expenditure, gwa level (CFA)
Personal savings
Risk averse, small stake
Member of informal groups
ICS owned at the baseline
Know ICS
ICS is efficient, allows to save time and fuel

33.226
0.873
12.836
0.438
0.147
0.109
0.306
0.455
6.373
19752
0.014
13413
0.323
0.663
0.546
0.203
0.941
0.786

32.251
0.894
13.073
0.408
0.151
0.128
0.313
0.436
5.056
16538
-0.068
13574
0.274
0.687
0.536
0.173
0.916
0.760

0.975
-0.021
-0.236
0.030
-0.004
-0.019
-0.007
0.020
1.317
3214
0.082
-160
0.049
-0.025
0.009
0.029
0.025
0.026

0.298
0.431
0.721
0.453
0.877
0.445
0.844
0.616
0.108
0.258
0.632
0.851
0.192
0.514
0.803
0.359
0.209
0.426

Outcomes
Purchase ICS at the session (Sat)
Purchase in five-day time (Thur)
Purchase ICS after intervention (Sat+Thur)
ICS owned after the session (Sat)
ICS owned in five-day time (Thur)
ICS owned at the endline a
Know where one can buy ICS a
=1 if 20-40% expecteed saving from ICS usage
ICS knowledge score, 0-4 a
Know people owning ICS a
Know people owning ICS: family or friends a
Know people owning ICS: neigbours a

0.175
0.141
0.314
0.341
0.455
0.447
0.751
0.241
2.741
0.535
0.293
0.448

0.173
0.173
0.187
0.727
0.213
2.553
0.373
0.307
0.147

0.168
0.282
0.260
0.024
0.027
0.188
0.162
-0.013
0.301

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.519
0.458
0.017
0.000
0.725
0.000

a

Note: Values reported refer to the whole sample (36 clusters),
only at the endline on the non-attrited sample.
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a

refers to variables measured

Table 2: Summary statistics and sample balance, experimental session
Info
187
0.187
0.947
0.818
35.102
0.872
13.176
0.487
0.160
0.096
0.257
0.481
-0.312
0.337
0.674
0.578
0.825
6.145
3.744
3.465
0.711
0.556
0.299
0.316

No Info
179
0.168
0.944
0.844
34.369
0.855
14.056
0.480
0.156
0.106
0.257
0.425
-0.232
0.324
0.676
0.520
0.788
6.344
3.788
4.086

Diff

P-value

N. of observations
Improved coal stove in the gwa
Know ICS
Efficient, allow save time and fuel
Respondent age
Live in couple
Size of gwa
No schooling
Primary school
Secondary school
High-school or above
Have income generating activity
Wealth index, all sample
Personal savings
Risk averse, small stake
Member of informal groups
Normalized distance from the drop-off point
# of women known by sight in the session
# of women of same group (any) in the session
# of women whose respect opinion in the session
Peer owned, bought or left deposit at session
Relation with peer: known by sight
Relation with peer: same group (any)
Relation with peer: respect opinion

0.020
0.002
-0.025
0.733
0.017
-0.879
0.006
0.004
-0.010
-0.000
0.057
-0.080
0.013
-0.002
0.058
0.036
-0.199
-0.044
-0.621

0.613
0.902
0.508
0.550
0.626
0.331
0.888
0.898
0.739
0.975
0.272
0.714
0.778
0.945
0.261
0.401
0.717
0.909
0.180

Outcomes:
Purchased ICS or left deposit at session (Sat)
Purchased at the session (Sat)
Left deposit at the session

0.684
0.380
0.305

0.631
0.385
0.246

0.053
-0.006
0.059

0.279
0.891
0.204

Note: The sample is based on 32 sessions where the experiment was implemented. The
average number of participants per session is 11.4.
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Table 3: Imitation effects at the session

Received information on peer’s purchase

(1)

(2)

0.0504
(0.0488)

-0.0933
(0.0665)
0.203**
(0.0777)

Peer owned, bought or left deposit at session
Sight*Peer owned, bought or left deposit at session

Purchase ICS or left deposit
(3)
(4)
(5)

0.203**
(0.0950)
0.00561
(0.0708)

Same group*Peer owned, bought or left deposit at session

0.207**
(0.0826)

-0.000832
(0.101)

Respect opinion*Peer owned, bought or left deposit at session
Constant
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Observations
R-squared
Individual controls
Session controls
Mean Dependent Variable

0.166*
(0.0842)

0.723***
(0.150)

0.708***
(0.151)

0.814***
(0.206)

0.812***
(0.200)

0.146**
(0.0643)
0.812***
(0.201)

366
0.099
Yes
No
0.631

366
0.118
Yes
No
0.631

187
0.159
Yes
No
0.684

187
0.159
Yes
No
0.684

187
0.172
Yes
No
0.684

(6)

(7)

0.211**
(0.0936)
-0.0958
(0.109)
-0.0631
(0.119)
0.239***
(0.0774)
0.768***
(0.191)

0.160*
(0.0847)
-0.0694
(0.115)
-0.0157
(0.117)
0.182**
(0.0834)
0.629***
(0.216)

187
0.180
Yes
No
0.684

187
0.219
Yes
Yes
0.684

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Mean dependent variable in columns 1 and
2 refers to the control group while in columns 3 to 7 it refers to the treatment group. Individual controls include age, marital status, size of
gwa, dummies for education levels, participation to informal groups, having an income generating activity, any saving, an index for wealth, risk
aversion, knowing about ICS and owning already an ICS. Session controls include the number of participants in each session, the density of the
social network and whether the session was held in the first half of the month.

Table 4: Social interaction effects on ICS purchase with 5 day-delay, α = 0.5

ICS purchase on Thurs
OLS
(1)
# of invited neighbours, mean=5.13

IV
(2)

IV
(3)

0.0232**
(0.0110)

# of purchasing neighbours at the
session (Sat), mean=.94

# of purchasing # of neighbours
neighbours at
owning ICS after
the session (Sat) the session (Sat)
First stage (OLS)
(4)
(5)
0.226***
(0.0568)

0.424***
(0.0620)

-1.279
(0.890)

-1.052
(0.826)

257
0.265
Yes
0.895
15.44

257
0.465
Yes
1.700
45.58

0.104*
(0.0595)

# of neighbours owning ICS after the
session (Sat), mean=1.82

0.0556**
0.487***
(0.0636)

0.481***
(0.0607)

(0.0266)
0.468***
(0.0611)

Discussed with other attendands
about purchase before Thurs

0.290***

0.288***

0.310***

Constant

(0.0791)
0.126
(0.270)

(0.0790)
0.260
(0.245)

(0.0722)
0.180
(0.255)

257
0.379
Yes
0.486

257
0.348
Yes
0.486

257
0.376
Yes
0.486

Left the deposit at the session

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable
Weak identification F stat

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Neighbours
are considered as people living within a distance alpha*the average distance of the neighbourhood, with alpha=0.5
Weak identification test is based on Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic.
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Table 5: Placebo regression on participation to the session, purchase on the spot
and leaving deposit, α = 0.5

# of invited neighbours
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable

(1)
Participated to
training session

(2)
Purchased ICS
at training session

(3)

0.00894
(0.00969)
0.274
(0.185)

0.0164
(0.0123)
0.161
(0.224)

0.0111
(0.00786)
0.363
(0.218)

898
0.048
Yes
0.461

414
0.085
Yes
0.379

414
0.078
Yes
0.283

Left deposit

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p <
0.05, * p < 0.1. Neighbours are considered as people living within a distance
alpha*the average distance of the neighbourhood, with alpha=0.5.
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Table 6: Social interaction effects on ICS ownership, group of buying participants, α = 0.5

∆t ICS Ownership
OLS
(1)
# of invited neighbours,mean=5.13

IV
(2)

IV
(3)

0.00754
(0.0115)

# of purchasing neighbours
(Sat+Thurs), mean=1.72

# of neighbours
owning ICS
after session
(Sat+Thur)
First stage (OLS)
(4)
(5)

# of purchasing
neighbours
(Sat+Thurs)

0.464***
(0.0572)

0.600***
(0.0545)

-1.434
(1.064)

-0.648
(0.801)

275
0.436
Yes
2.273
65.86

275
0.588
Yes
2.964
121.5

0.0163
(0.0232)

# of neighbours owning ICS after the
session (Sat+Thur), mean=2.46
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable
Weak identification F stat

0.0126
0.314
(0.192)

0.337*
(0.186)

(0.0182)
0.322*
(0.183)

275
0.494
Yes
0.193

275
0.496
Yes
0.193

275
0.494
Yes
0.193

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Neighbours are
considered as people living within a distance alpha*the average distance of the neighbourhood, with alpha=0.5
Weak identification test is based on Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic.
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Table 7: Social interaction effects on ICS ownership, group of non-buying participants, α 0.5

∆t ICS Ownership
OLS
(1)
# of invited neighbours, mean=5.13

IV
(2)

IV
(3)

0.0279*
(0.0144)

# of purchasing neighbours
(Sat+Thurs), mean=1.72

# of neighbours
owning ICS
after session
(Sat+Thur)
First stage (OLS)
(4)
(5)

# of purchasing
neighbours
(Sat+Thurs)

0.499***
(0.0984)

0.618***
(0.107)

-1.483
(1.649)

-1.178
(1.563)

126
0.461
Yes
1.524
25.67

126
0.564
Yes
2.095
33.06

0.0559*
(0.0296)

# of neighbours owning ICS after the
session (Sat+Thur), mean=2.46
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable
Weak identification F stat

0.0451*
-0.474
(0.363)

-0.391
(0.315)

(0.0243)
-0.421
(0.327)

126
0.515
Yes
0.198

126
0.500
Yes
0.198

126
0.504
Yes
0.198

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Neighbours are
considered as people living within a distance alpha*the average distance of the neighbourhood, with alpha=0.5
Weak identification test is based on Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic.
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Table 8: The impact of invitation to the session and spillover effects

All
(invited & control)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Invited at the training session

0.260***
(0.0470)

0.310***
(0.0446)

Paricipated to the training session
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Individual Controls
Mean Dependent Variable at baseline

Delta ICS Ownership
Non-participant
& control
(4)
(5)

0.187***
(0.0389)

-0.0739
(0.0953)

0.671***
(0.0885)
-0.0739
(0.0953)

989
0.036
No
0.194

989
0.150
Yes
0.194

989
0.285
Yes
0.194

Participants not buying
& control
(6)
(7)

0.0622
(0.0456)

0.0852*
(0.0441)

0.107
(0.0651)

0.210***
(0.0591)

0.187***
(0.0390)

-0.0203
(0.0896)

0.187***
(0.0390)

0.0777
(0.167)

588
0.004
No
0.194

588
0.231
Yes
0.194

276
0.016
No
0.181

276
0.237
Yes
0.181

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Individual controls as in
table 3. The mean dependent variable indicates the average share of women owning ICS at the baseline from both groups.
All specifications are obtained via OLS, but column 3 via IV.
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Table 9: Network effects on ICS ownership, varying distance and sample of non-participants
∆t ICS ownerswhip

OLS
(1)
# of invited neighbours, alpha 0.5
(mean=5.13)

IV
(2)

IV
(3)

# of
# of
purchasing
neighbours
neighbours
owning ICS
at session
after session
(Sat+Thurs) (Sat+Thurs)
First stage (OLS)
(4)
(5)

0.00151

0.352***

0.548***

(0.00795)

(0.0485)

(0.0481)

0.139
(0.733)

0.107
(0.700)

438
0.322
Yes
1.477
52.71

438
0.523
Yes
2.299
129.8

# of purchasing neighbours (Sat+Thurs),
alpha 0.5(mean=1.72)

0.00429
(0.0219)

# of neighbours owning ICS after the
session (Sat+Thurs), alpha 0.5
(mean=2.46)

0.00276

Constant

0.0272
(0.161)

0.0266
(0.157)

(0.0141)
0.0269
(0.156)

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable
Weak identification F stat

438
0.310
Yes
0.0457

438
0.310
Yes
0.0457

438
0.310
Yes
0.0457

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Sample of
women invited to the session, but not attending. Neighbours are considered as people living within a distance
alpha*the average distance of the neighbourhood, with alpha=0.5
Weak identification test is based on Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic
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Table 10: Network effects on ICS ownership (sample of non-participants)
∆t ICS ownerswhip
(1)
(2)
# of women in the cluster who bought ICS at the session (Sat+Thurs)

0.0214**
(0.00791)

# of women in the cluster who own ICS after the session (Sat+Thurs)
# of participants to the session in the cluster
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent Variable at Baseline

-0.0191**
(0.00870)
0.109
(0.174)

0.0201***
(0.00576)
-0.0144**
(0.00686)
0.0172
(0.178)

438
0.319
Yes
0.203

438
0.323
Yes
0.203

Standard errors clustered by sampling point in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
Sample of non-participants to the session.
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Table 11: Information and knowledge about ICS

∆t Know
ICS

∆t ICS is
efficient

Know
where to
buy ICS

Correct
ICS
estimate
knowledge
of fuel saving
score 0-4
(20-40%)

Know people
owning ICS
All

Invited at the
training session
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Mean Dependent
Variable

Relatives
Neighbours
and friends
(7)
(8)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.0502

0.0770

-0.0113

0.0659

0.175

0.268**

0.0691

0.337***

(0.0819)
0.0515
(0.0829)

(0.121)
-0.197*
(0.111)

(0.0899)
0.573***
(0.101)

(0.106)
0.162*
(0.0915)

(0.186)
2.149***
(0.235)

(0.114)
0.244**
(0.113)

(0.130)
0.155*
(0.0867)

(0.103)
0.0204
(0.0987)

989
0.031
Yes

989
0.030
Yes

989
0.023
Yes

989
0.019
Yes

989
0.032
Yes

989
0.039
Yes

989
0.028
Yes

989
0.066
Yes

0.937

0.793

0.727

0.213

2.553

0.373

0.307

0.147

Robust standard errors clustered at sampling point level in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. The
outcomes in columns 1 and 2 are calculated as difference between endline and baseline values. Outcomes in columns 3
to 8 are only measured at the endline. Mean dependent variable for columns 3 to 8 is the unconditional mean for the
control group at the endline.
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Table 12: Impact of ICS ownership on welfare
ICS owned
after the
session
First stage
(1)
Invited at the
training session

∆t Monthly fuel
expenditure, gwa
ITT
(2)

LATE
(3)

∆t Has personal
savings
ITT
(4)

LATE
(5)

∆t Has income
generating activity
ITT
(6)

LATE
(7)

∆t Weekly time
working (in hours)
ITT
(8)

IV
(9)

∆t Individual
monthly income
ITT
(10)

IV
(11)

Expecteed
over-saving (>40%)
ITT
(12)

IV
(13)

0.273***

-3,538

-0.233*

0.0193

-2.676

-7,523

0.168*

(0.0905)

(2,878)

(0.132)

(0.129)

(2.517)

(8,410)

(0.0973)

=1 if ICS owned
after the session

-13,370

-0.853

0.0705

-9.831

-29,226

0.615
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Constant

-0.0566
(0.0889)

4,703
(2,958)

(12,386)
3,782
(3,024)

0.252**
(0.123)

(0.547)
0.204
(0.156)

0.239**
(0.0930)

(0.466)
0.243***
(0.0907)

-1.292
(2.670)

(10.64)
-1.848
(3.340)

9,926
(6,412)

(31,294)
8,163
(5,971)

0.499***
(0.123)

(0.421)
0.526***
(0.116)

Observations
R-squared
Controls
Lee lower bound

989
0.395
Yes
0.239
(0.0415)
0.353
(0.0411)

971
0.031
Yes

971
-0.026
Yes

989
0.471
Yes

989
0.165
Yes

989
0.396
Yes

989
0.395
Yes

987
0.160
Yes

987
0.059
Yes

823
0.206
Yes

823
0.082
Yes

989
0.060
Yes

989
-0.195
Yes

Lee upper bound
Mean Dependent
Variable
Weak identification
F stat

0.167

13659
8.032

0.280

0.453
9.115

5.409
9.115

9.021

15732
7.678

0.467
9.126

Robust standard errors clustered at sampling point level in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Weak identification test is based on Kleibergen-Paap rk
Wald F statistic
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Appendix

A

Sampling design and survey protocols

A.1

Selection of clusters: two-stage clustered sample

We begin with the six communes of Bamako. These 6 communes are the primary sampling units (PSUs) of
our design and are all considered for the implementation of the multi-stage cluster sample.
The first step in the sampling design is to divide each PSU into clusters which are defined as rectangular
units which cover the entire area of the commune. These blocks constitute the first frame from which we
draw a simple random sample. It’s worth noting that non-residential areas such as industrial zones, parks,
rivers, ponds, sports areas etc. will be excluded from the collection of clusters covering the commune. This
exclusion takes place before the actual selection of clusters via simple random sampling.
We use Google maps to delimit each of the 6 communes and then overlay rectangles/clusters within each
of them. In the course of overlaying the grids, we try our best to ensure that the rectangles cover actual
blocks of houses. So the rectangles will not be uniform in size but we will take the most care in establishing
a certain degree of uniformity in their sizes. Within each commune, each grid will be assigned a number. A
random number generator is then used to select the actual clusters for the survey. The number of clusters
selected for each commune is proportional to the population of each commune according to the 2009 census
of Mali. Therefore, we selected 6 clusters in commune 1, 5 clusters in commune 2, 4 clusters in commune 3,
9 clusters in commune 4, and finally 7 clusters in communes 5 and 6.
It is also worth noting that wealthy neighborhoods were excluded. And whenever a neighborhood was
deemed too wealthy to be relevant for the study of energy poverty, a replacement cluster was selected within
the same commune. One would counter that such a scheme would lead to a sample not representative of
Bamako but it is important to keep in mind that since our target population was anything but wealthy
families which do not use cookstoves, we can safely assume that selected clusters will lead to a representative
of the population under consideration in the study.

A.2

Sampling starting points

Once a cluster is selected, we then proceed to the selection of a starting point inside it. The selection of the
starting point follows the second-best routine recommended in the Afrobarometer survey manual. That is,
in the absence of the list of households within the cluster, we use the map of the commune to determine the
starting point which is identified with its Cartesian coordinates. First a ruler with numbers on either side is
overlaid over the chosen cluster. Afterwards, a random number generator provides a digit for both sides of
the rectangle. The intersection of the two lines drawn at those digits is the sampling starting point.
We use Google Earth to estimate the GPS coordinates of the sampling starting point. An advance team of
supervisors uses a GPS device to determine the starting point on the field. The advance team takes pictures
and noted landmark points for future during the deployment of the survey teams. When the designated point
does not correspond to a residential area, the team then moves to the nearest housing block. In addition,
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to anticipate on the possibility that the designated starting point or its vicinity may not be suitable for
the survey, the advance team always goes to the field with a back-up starting point which we use in such
circumstances.

A.3

Selection of households

The day before the survey, an advance team proceeds with the selection of households which will be assigned to enumerators in the next day. At the starting point, a direction is selected for the selection of
households. Turning away from the closest side of the grid on the map, the first direction is selected by
looking right from that position. We choose this method to ensure that in all neighborhoods, the selected
households fall within the starting points cluster. Since the starting point was chosen at random and in some
cases was at the edge of the cluster, randomly choosing a direction could in practice lead to the selection
of households outside of the grid. In addition, this method ensures that control households fall within the
same neighborhood which would then share many of the variables that could potentially ensure a balance
between the intrinsic characteristics of treated and control areas. It is also worth stressing that this selection
method is random since the starting point from which the closest side of the grid is based on is itself random.
Once the first direction is chosen, the second direction selected is the opposite one. Starting from the
right hand side, contiguous, inhabited households on either side of the walking direction are selected and
assigned alpha-numeric IDs. Half of the households are selected from the left hand side while the other half
are picked from the right hand side. The counting process ensures the selection of 30 households within the
neighborhood, consistent of 25 as the initial sample and the remaining 5 as replacements. If the desired
number of households is not reached by the end of certain housing block, the team always turns right and
continues its counting process. If this process leads to the initial starting point without reaching the desired
count, the team then moves to the end of the block where it initially turned right and instead this time turns
left and continues counting.
Once the household selection in the treatment cluster is complete, to determine the control area, the
advance team goes back to the starting point, again facing away from the closest line in the grid, and walked
straight for 10 minutes. We choose to use walking distance rather than fixed distance because the former
reflects better the concept of social distance, in the sense of the probability that two individuals from the
treated and control areas would know each other. Whenever obstacles prevented the straight line walk, the
team alternated between turning right and left. The position at the end of the ten minutes walk is the
starting point for the control neighborhood. The direction to the right is the first one while the one on the
left is the second one. Five households are selected in either direction, for a total of 10 households. Once
again, an alpha-numeric numbering system is used to select contiguous households once a walking direction
is established with a random draw of cards.

A.4

Selection of respondents

The enumerator entering a house, after introducing him/herself and shortly describing the aim of the project,
asks to talk with the women responsible of the cooking rotation (the women who is most knowledgeable about
the familys meal decisions). He/she ask for the consent and proceed with the survey. For households in the
treatment clusters, at the end of the survey he/she communicates that the women is invited to attend a
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training session on the use and advantages of improved cookstoves. The sessions are held in a venue of the
neighborhood and women are told that will receive 1000FCFA reimbursement upon personal participation
showing the nominal coupon which is given. For the control clusters, no invitation was given to the interviewee.
If the targeted individual is not at home, the enumerator can inquire about an approximate time when
she will be home and return then for the interview. The enumerator can also request the phone number of
that individual and ask to speak them for an appointment.
After two unsuccessful attempts to find the proper interlocutor within the household, a replacement procedure
for the household kicks in. The field supervisor can replace the household with the first household available
in the roster selected for that end by the advance team.

A.5

Endline protocol

The endline survey protocol followed three steps, performed in three consecutive days.
The first step in the endline survey is to reconstitute a map of the households surveyed in the baseline.
For each cluster, an advance team uses GPS coordinates of households along with personal identification
information (first name, last Name, address, phone number) collected during the baseline to locate the
women who were surveyed at the baseline. Once the map of households is completed in a given starting
point and the women identified, the advanced team notifies them about the visit of enumerators in the next
day. This process is completed for both control and treatment areas. The enumerators spend the day in the
neighborhood to ensure that women who were temporarily absent are interviewed upon their return. When
the targeted woman is absent for a long period, we use a replacement procedure by looking for the oldest
woman within the same Gwa who is knowledgeable about the cooking decisions.
In the second step, the advance team drops a team of enumerators at each starting point to administer
the follow-up questionnaire. A member of the advance team who reconstituted the households the day before
walks each enumerator to their respective assignments to ensure that the women who have been previously
identified are the ones surveyed. At the end of the questionnaire, the enumerator requests a photo-ID like
picture of the woman, after explaining that the images will be combined to administer another questionnaire
aiming to understand the extent to which the women involved in the study know each other.
In the third step, for each neighborhood, we prepare a photo gallery with the names of all the women
interviewed in step 2 and who agreed to have their pictures taken. The photo gallery is presented to each
woman. The enumerator gives the interviewee as much time as necessary to look at all the pictures before
administering a social questionnaire about various degrees of closeness among the selected women.

B

Attrition and partial compliance

We find significant differential attrition rates in our invitation treatment sub-samples (table 1). 16% of
women not invited to the training session and 6.5% of those invited were not reached at the endline. We
are not aware of any systematic process of refusal going on in control areas. The protocol for household and
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woman identification, using baseline information, has been followed throughout the endline survey administration. The most common reasons for attrition were related to the temporary or permanent displacement
of women and a few cases of death. Table 13 shows that within treatment sub-samples, none of the baseline
characteristics predict attrition. This means that the samples of non-attrited treated and control women
remain representative of their respective original sample. This fact, together with an overall attrition rate
at relatively low levels, lead us conclude that the internal validity of our experiment is not seriously harmed.
However, as a robustness check we implement Lee bounds (Lee (2009)) which are reported below the estimates of interest in table 12, where one can notice that the significant effect of invitation on ICS ownership
after the session remains positive and significant in the estimated lower bound.
About 46% of women invited to the session actually attended, with an average of 11 women per session.
Participation is the outcome of a self-selection process. Table 13 shows that participants were on average
older, living in larger gwa, less educated and less wealthy than those who did not attend.
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Table 13: Attrition and partial compliance

Invited at the training session
Respondent age
Live in couple
Size of gwa
Primary school
Secondary school
High-school or above
Have income generating activity
Wealth index, all sample
Personal savings
Risk averse, small stake
Member of informal groups
Improved coal stove in the gwa
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Sampling point FE

(1)
Attriter-All

(2)
Attriter-Invited

(3)
Attriter-Not invited

(4)
Attended the session

-0.0965***
(0.0285)
-0.000292
(0.000807)
-0.000113
(0.0261)
-0.00186**
(0.000930)
-0.0357
(0.0254)
-0.00707
(0.0301)
-0.0286
(0.0215)
-0.0159
(0.0191)
0.00300
(0.00440)
-0.0104
(0.0201)
-0.00731
(0.0182)
-0.0265
(0.0203)
0.00314
(0.0207)
0.228***
(0.0690)

-0.000555
(0.000741)
0.0196
(0.0235)
-0.00168*
(0.000881)
-0.0232
(0.0255)
-0.0213
(0.0287)
-0.0413**
(0.0201)
-0.0165
(0.0190)
0.00306
(0.00462)
-0.0274
(0.0196)
-0.0133
(0.0185)
-0.00491
(0.0193)
0.000542
(0.0203)
0.135***
(0.0420)

0.00401
(0.00291)
-0.169
(0.115)
-0.00467
(0.00286)
0.0352
(0.0803)
0.0923
(0.0996)
0.0890
(0.0787)
-0.0336
(0.0615)
-0.000296
(0.0124)
0.0307
(0.0750)
0.0691
(0.0588)
-0.0806
(0.0645)
-0.00349
(0.0709)
0.203
(0.162)

0.00363**
(0.00147)
-0.0758
(0.0491)
0.00650***
(0.00205)
-0.00269
(0.0487)
-0.0610
(0.0563)
-0.108**
(0.0422)
-0.0110
(0.0380)
-0.0195**
(0.00900)
-0.0116
(0.0414)
-0.00900
(0.0351)
0.00889
(0.0387)
0.0348
(0.0409)
0.751***
(0.108)

1,079
0.074
Yes

900
0.014
Yes

179
0.071
Yes

900
0.145
Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Sensitivity analysis on α
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Figure 5: Social interaction effects on purchase with five-day delay (Thursday), sensitivity analysis on alpha
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Note: Coefficients are derived from estimations as in table 4. The sample is restricted to women who
participated to the session and who did not buy on the spot.
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Figure 6: Placebo regressions on participation to the session, purchase on the spot and leaving deposit,
sensitivity analysis on α
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Note: Coefficients are derived from estimations as in table 5. The sample is restricted to women who were
invited to the session (first panel) and who participated to the session (second and third panel).
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Figure 7: Social interaction effects on ICS ownership, group of buying participants, sensitivity analysis on α
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Note: Coefficients are derived from estimations as in table 6.
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Figure 8: Social interaction effects on ICS ownership, group of non-buying participants, sensitivity analysis
on α
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Note: Coefficients are derived from estimations as in table 7.
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Figure 9: Social interaction effects on ICS ownership at the endline, sensitivity analysis on α (sample of
non-participants)
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Note: Coefficients are derived from estimations as in table 9.
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